




Damped vibration with   Td = 1.0 sec.

After 10 sec.,  an amplitude was reduced to 90
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Special Lecture for
Structural Analysis

Professor of Nagaoka University of
Technology
Eiji IWASAKI

1. Concept of finite element method

1.1 Solution method of structural mechanics
Solution of structural mechanics requires to satisfy following equations

Equation of equilibrium ( force and moment balance )
Relation of stress ( force ) and strain ( deformation )
Deformation geometry ( compatibility condition, support condition )

Solution methods of structural mechanics can use two type as followings

Force method
Displacement method

Force method that forces are unknown variables, is quite useful for solving simple
problems with a few unknown forces. It is useful to solve small problems by hand
calculation. It is probably a familiar method.

Displacement method that displacements are unknown variable is a very systematic
procedure for solving problems. This method is used in all finite element computer
programs. However, it is not suitable for hand calculation.

Q1. Solve axial forces and displacement

E : Elasticity modulus
A : Cross sectional area

Solve the axial forces of each member and displacement
at top point of the truss structure on the right figure.

1.2 Truss element
Consider a uniform prismatic elastic bar of length L,
with elastic modulus E and cross sectional area A.

Axial strain , axial stress and axial force are

where is axial displacement of a point at .

Equation of equilibrium at small region
General solution

where and are constants of integration

By boundary conditions at and ,

at

at

Therefore,
where

and are called as shape functions in finite element analysis.

Note : and are not
axial force at ends 1 and 2

1.2 Truss element
By previous displacement , axial force is

Equations of equilibrium at ends 1 and 2

Ordinary, the finite element analysis is used matrix description such as follows

The square matrix in above equation is called as element stiffness matrix.

1.3 Beam element
Consider a uniform plane beam member, with elastic
modulus E and centroidal moment of inertia I of its
cross sectional area.
Axial strain , axial stress and bending moment are

where is deflection of a point at .

Equation of equilibrium at small region

General solution

where from to are constants of integration

1.3 Beam element

Therefore,

where

From to are called as shape functions in finite element analysis.

Bending momentM and shear force Q are

By boundary conditions at and ,

at
at
at
at



1.3 Beam element

Ordinary, the finite element analysis is used matrix description such as follows

The square matrix in above equation is called as element stiffness matrix.

Equations of equilibrium at ends 1 and 2

1.4 Combination of truss and beam elements
Combine equations of truss and beam elements

where “T’’ and “B’’ in matrix indicates corresponding components for displacement and
force at truss and beam elements.

In the finite element method, the above relation between displacement and force is also
expressed by simply following as

where and list the nodal displacement and nodal force components,

or

and list displacement components at node 1 and 2, respectively,

and list force components at node 1 and 2, respectively.

1.5 Formulas for element matrices
Formulas for element matrices are also obtained by the principle of virtual work.

where , etc indicate virtual displacements.

If displacements satisfies the above equation, they also satisfy the conditions of equilibrium.

In previous bar and beam element, strain and stress are

where displacements and are expressed by quantities of nodes 1 and 2 as follows

where

The equation of principle of virtual work is rewritten as follows

where
indicates row and column

transposition of .

Q2. Derive truss element stiffness matrix by
the principle of virtual work

The element stiffness matrix is defined by following equation.

In truss element, is

where

Derive stiffness matrix in truss element.

1.6 Element of arbitrary orientation
Consider x and y axes are arbitrary oriented.

Nodal displacements and in the x y coordinate
are obtained by displacement components in the X Y
coordinate.

Similarly, displacements at node 2 are

Above relationship is also expressed by simply
following as

where

x y coordinate and X Y coordinate are
called as local element coordinate system
and global structural coordinate system,
respectively.

1.6 Element of arbitrary orientation
Nodal forces and in the x y coordinate are obtained
by displacement components in the X Y coordinate.

Similarly, forces at node 2 are

Above relationship is also expressed by simply following as

where
In x y coordinate, related equation between nodal
displacements and nodal forces are

In X Y coordinate,

Therefore, stiffness matrix in X Y coordinate are

where

Q3. Derive truss element stiffness matrix on
the global structural coordinate
The truss element stiffness matrix is written as follows on the element coordinates system

Transformation matrix is

Derive truss element matrix on the global structural coordinate system.

1.7 Assembly of elements
Consider assembly two elements truss or beam elements.
However, this concept can use other many type elements.
Relation between displacements and forces of element A.

Similarly, relation between displacements and forces of element B.

where these equations are written by global structural coordinate.
By equilibrium and compatibility conditions at each nodes

( Compatibility conditions )

( Equilibrium conditions )

From these equations



1.7 Assembly of elements
Assembled global equation between nodal
displacements and nodal forces are following

The above global stiffness matrix is included in each element stiffness matrices
corresponding nodal components of row and column.

Therefore, global stiffness matrix can obtained systematic or automatically from each
element stiffness matrices without using nodal equilibrium and compatibility conditions.

In structure that consists three members and four nodes as shown right figure, the global
equation is following

Q4. Derive global equation

Derive global equation for structure that consists four elements.

1.8 Singularity of stiffness matrix
Equation of equilibrium will be solved with respect to the displacements given
forces . At this time, appropriate support conditions must be imposed on the
displacement.

Element stiffness matrix is singular. Matrix is singular if .

For example, truss stiffness matrix

For example, beam stiffness matrix

Global stiffness matrix that assembled all elements is also singular.

If appropriate support conditions are imposed in the equation of equilibrium, stiffness
matrix is not singular.

If matrix is singular, equation can not be solved.

Therefore, support condition is very important.

1.9 How to set support conditions
Consider one beam element for simplicity explanation.

In simply support conditions, that is , and mean reaction
forces. These reaction forces are unknown values.
Instead of the conditions of displacement equal to zero, reduce the size of stiffness matrix.

Next, the previous equation is separated into two parts.

1.9 How to set support conditions
and mean reaction forces. These reaction forces are unknown values.

Previous equation

Solving the first equation obtains the displacement.

Substituting these displacements into the second equation obtains reaction forces.

1.10 Support conditions

Both sides hinge Hinge and roller

Both sides roller Hinge and free

No singular No singular

Singular Singular

If rigid body motion and rotation are constrained by appropriate support condition,
stiffness matrix is no singular. Then displacements can solve from equilibrium equation.

When the equation can not be solved by FEM, the support conditions are often not
appropriate.

1.10 Support conditions
Rigid body motions and rotation in two dimensional space.

Rigid body motions and rotations in three dimensional space.

These rigid body displacements must be restrained by supporting conditions.

Q5. Confirm the singularity of stiffness matrix
Both sides roller

In the above both sides roller supported beam, confirm the singularity of stiffness matrix.



Ex.1 Truss bridge
Introduce what elements are used in the truss bridge model.

2. Typical finite elements

2.1 Plane elasticity problem
When uniaxial stress is occuring, stress strain relations are denoted by following equations
in isotropic linear elasticity.

When three axes of stress are happen, the equation are as follows by superposition.

2.1 Plane elasticity problem
If the thickness of direction of z axis is very thin, it can be assumed
to be a plane stress situation. Therefore,
Previous relation between stress and strain are

Solving the first two equations for stresses

On the other hand, the shear stress is

where is shear elasticity modulus. Strains are obtained by displacements

2.1 Plane elasticity problem
Previous stress strain relations are described by follows.

Strain displacement relations are also described by follows.

The equation of virtual strain energy is

The equation of virtual work by load is

The equation of principle of virtual work is

where

where

2.2 Plate bending problem
Consider bending deformation of the plate in the x y plane

When the rotation , are occurred by the bending deformation,
the displacement at a position away from the x y plane by z is

where and are rotation about x axis and y axis, respectively.

By the above displacements, strains are

And out of plane shear strains are

where is displacement of z axis direction

2.2 Plate bending problem
Strain displacement relations are also described by following equations.

where

Stress strain relations are denoted by following equations in plate bending problem with
shear deformation, where x and y axes are set in plane, z axis is set out of plane.

where

2.2 Plate bending problem
The equation of virtual strain energy is

The equation of virtual work by load is

The equation of principle of virtual work is

The element that combines the plane element and the plate bending element is called a
shell element.



2.4 Interpolation of displacement
Displacement is interpolated by nodal displacements as followings

where is displacement as th node, and is the shape function for th node.

By above interpolation,

where is called B matrix in FEM

Therefore, the principle of virtual work is

where

2.5 Types of finite elements
In plane stress problem and plate bending problem, quadrilateral and triangle finite
elements are used.

Q4 element
Q8 element
T3 element
T6 element

Types of commonly used finite element are as follows

2.6 Feature of some elements
T3 element

Displacements in the finite element are interpolated as follows

where and are displacements for and axes directions, respectively.
are represented by nodal displacements.

In plane problem, strains are

Strains do not vary within the element, this element is called “constant strain element”.

2.6 Feature of some elements
T6 element

Displacements in the finite element are interpolated as follows

where and are displacements for and axes directions, respectively.
are represented by nodal displacements.

In plane problem, strains are

Strains can vary linearly within the element, this element is called “linear strain element”.

2.6 Feature of some elements
Q4 element

Displacements in the finite element are interpolated as follows

where and are displacements for and axes directions, respectively.
are represented by nodal displacements.

In plane problem, strains are

In slender beam, shear strain is much smaller than
axial strain or . We can be regarded .

Any position in the element

Accuracy will decrease. Called shear locking

In many commercial software Q4 element are revised to avoidance this shear locking.

Ex.2 Cantilever beam problem
Plane elements of different types are compared
by using cantilever beam problem.

Types of element : T3, T6, Q4 and Q8 elements
The number of Nodes : 11x3, 21x5, 41x7, 61x9

(1) T3, 11x3

(2) T3, 21x5

(3) T3, 41x7

(4) T3, 61x9

Ex.2 Cantilever beam problem
Plane elements of different types are compared
by using cantilever beam problem.

Types of element : T3, T6, Q4 and Q8 elements
The number of Nodes : 11x3, 21x5, 41x7, 61x9

(5) T6, 11x3

(6) T6, 21x5

(7) T6, 41x7

(8) T6, 61x9

Ex.2 Cantilever beam problem
Plane elements of different types are compared
by using cantilever beam problem.

Types of element : T3, T6, Q4 and Q8 elements
The number of Nodes : 11x3, 21x5, 41x7, 61x9

(9) Q4, 11x3

(10) Q4, 21x5

(11) Q4, 41x7

(12) Q4, 61x9



Ex.2 Cantilever beam problem
Plane elements of different types are compared
by using cantilever beam problem.

Types of element : T3, T6, Q4 and Q8 elements
The number of Nodes : 11x3, 21x5, 41x7, 61x9
excluding the number of Q8 elements

(13) Q8, 11x3 5x1

(14) Q8, 21x5 10x2

(15) Q8, 41x7 15x3

(16) Q8, 61x9 20x4

Ex.2 Cantilever beam problem
Plane elements of different types are compared
by using cantilever beam problem.

Types of element : T3, T6, Q4 and Q8 elements
The number of Nodes : 11x3, 21x5, 41x7, 61x9

The accuracy of the stress is no so good compared with that of displacement.
The accuracy of results will improve when many nodes and/or elements are used.
Performance of T3 element is not good,
…but this element is robust for more complicated problems such as material nonlinearity.

Ex.3 Modeling near the connection of
members

3. Nonlinear problems

3.1 Type of nonlinear problem
In structural mechanics, types of nonlinearity include the following

Material nonlinearity, in which material properties are functions of the state of
stress or strain, such as nonlinear elasticity, plasticity etc.
Geometrical nonlinearity, in which displacement is large enough that equilibrium
equations must be written with respect to the deformed structural geometry.
Buckling phenomena, in which a mode of deformation suddenly change to other
mode as the load increases.

In these problems, equilibrium equation that is the relation between nodal displacements
and nodal forces are influenced with values of nodal displacements.
Therefore, to solve this equation needs Newton Raphson iteration method.

3.2 Solution methods of nonlinear problem
Linear Problem Non linear Problem

Solving the simultaneous equations
once gives an answer.

Repeatedly solving the simultaneous
equations until the answer converges gives
an answer.

3.2 Solution methods of nonlinear problem

Load incremental method
give , solve for
Displacement incremental method
give specific component of , solve for and
Arch length incremental method
give arc length , solve for and

Three kinds of iterative Newton Raphson methods

Solving the nonlinear equilibrium equation corresponds to solving the equilibrium curves
in load displacement space.

Ex.2 Material nonlinear problem

A
B

A

B

A : 13 th incremental step number

B : 20 th incremental step number



Ex.3 Geometrical nonlinear problem

Initial ( =0)

A ( =1.579)

B ( =0.552)

C ( = 1.236)

D ( =1.741)

E ( =0.480)

F ( = 0.625)

G ( =2.955)

Ex.4 Suspension bridge
Confirmation of ultimate state by nonlinear analysis of suspension bridge
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